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Population based imaging has created a new scientific vision and 

captured the public imagination

“I was looking for a hint 
of my individuality...”

James Gorman, NY Times 6 Jan 2014, 
describing his excitement with the Human 

Connectome Project in back-to-back profiles



Cortical folding is individually variable with some heritable 

features

A. Bartley, Brain 120 (1997) 257-269

Mono-zygotic twins Di-zygotic twins

Mono-zygotic twins show greater similarity in surface structure



Cortical folding is individually variable with some heritable 

features

Brain structure in individually variable with heritable features

A. Bartley, Brain 120 (1997) 257-269



Cortical structure independent of folding shows regionally 

variable heritability: early imaging evidence (2001)

Paul W. Thompson, UCLAS, http://users.loni.ucla.edu/~thompson/TWINS/twins_safe_copy.html, accessed 4 Oct 2016

http://users.loni.ucla.edu/~thompson/TWINS/twins_safe_copy.html


Heritable microstructure for large scale connectivity

P. Kochunov, Neuroimage, on line in PMC, May 2016

Heritability of 
summary white 
matter tract 
anisotropy 
measures

Heritability of individual tracts



Parcellations based on structural and functional connectivities

are correlated

Pre-SMA: prefrontal connectivity

SMA: motor cortical connectivity

Task fMRI: finger tapping

Task fMRI: serial 
subtraction



Long-distance coherence in fMRI: discovery of the “default mode 

network” in the resting brain



Connectivities defined based on local and longer geodesic 

distance BOLD signals decribe similar regional cortical variation



Spatial-temporal fMRI correlations in the resting state are related to 

brain functional anatomical networks



Spatial-temporal fMRI correlations in the resting state are related 

generally to brain functional anatomical networks



Spatial-temporal fMRI correlations in the resting state are related 

generally to brain functional anatomical networks



A direct relationship between the correlations in field potentials 

and resting state BOLD fMRI connectivity



Resting state functional connectivity as an endophenotype

A sub-network with reduced 
connectivity may characterise
shizophrenia



Functional connectivity differences as  a modulatory 

endophenotype

Resting state activity is associated 
with most energy use by the brain; 
task related activity arises from low 
energy modulations of this

JCBN 2014 34: 1721



Task- specific activation variation is encoded in the resting state

Matthews, Hampshire Neuron 91 (216) 511, courtesy of Dr. S. Jbadbi, Oxford

A trained model can predict individual task-related activation variability between 
individual subjects from their resting state functional connectivities. 



Functional connectomic parcellation: defining variation in the 

individual brain functional architecture 

D. Wang, Nat Neurosci 18 (12) 2015

• Functional connectivity is defined in 
terms of  long-distance correlations 
in the functional MRI signal

• Individual architecture is expressed 
in terms of variation with respect to 
a common template 



Functional connectomic parcellation: an individually 

discriminative endophenotype

D. Wang, Nat Neurosci 18 (12) 2015

Evidence for the face validity 
of functional parcellation

Individual functional parcellation is reproducible and 
individually variable



Functional connectivities (partially) explain variance in a 

positive-negative mode of individual phenotypic variation

Smith et al. Nature Neurosci, May 2016



A positive-negative mode of variation

Smith et al. Nature Neurosci, May 2016



Brain functional connectivity predicts individual performance on a 

sustained attention task

• Task based model correlations between connectivity and performance: r~0.8
• Extension to resting state data in different subjects: r~0.4

MD Rosenberg, Nat Neurosci 19 (2016) 165-171 



Template-free maps based on k- means clustering of local BOLD signal 

for defining individual variation:  highlighting regional differences 

L. Nie IEE£ Trans Biomed Engin, 2016, in press

Individual variability in functional connectivity 
is regionally variable: probabilistic summary 
(n=40)

Individual variability in functional connectivity is regionally 
variable: two examples (150 parcels per hemisphere)



Integrating structural and functional connectional variation for a 

parsimonious cortical parcellation



Variation encoded in local connectivities provides a nearly unique 

brain “fingerprint”

• Anatomically informed local connectivity clusters accurately identify >99.9% 
• Variation in cingulate and inferior frontal and anterior temporal cortical parcels 

contribute disproportionately

l.Nie, Y.Guo, P.M.Matthews, unpublished



Distinguishable contributions of individual variation between and within 

subjects contribute to uniqueness of the cortical BOLD “fingerprint” 

l.Nie, Y.Guo, P.M.Matthews, unpublished



Heritability of local connectional parcellations

Similarity of local connectional parcellations: monozygotic > dizygotic > unrelated

Parcels with greatest similarity in monozygotic twins relative to 
other patterns of relatedness

l.Nie, Y.Guo, P.M.Matthews, unpublished



Understanding gene-environment interactions for brain 

organisation

A Caspi, TE Moffitt Nature Rev Neurosci 7 (2006) 583



Numbers needed to detect genetic, environmental and gene-environment 

interactions with a cohort study design



UK Biobank: a Prospective Epidemiological Resource

• 500,000 UK men and women aged 40-69 years at the time of 

the baseline assessment in 2006-2010

• Extensive baseline questions and measurements, with stored 

samples allowing many types of assay

• Follow-up of a wide range of disease outcomes by linking to 

health record systems and direct contact

• Adjudication of health outcomes in order to confirm or refute 

(validate) and to sub-classify (phenotype) 

• Sufficiently large numbers of people will develop many different 

conditions to assess causes reliably



UK Biobank Imaging Enhancement

• UK Biobank enhancement evaluation for 100,000 of the 500,000 
subjects- to initiate pilot phase from late 2013

• Comprehensive imaging phenotype for participant (brain, cardiac, 
whole body MRI, 3D Carotid US, DEXA)



MRI Brain Protocol



Population based structural and functional imaging data:  
probabilistic images based on first 2800 subjects

Functional connectivity 
networks with resting state 
fMRI are preserved after 
structural registration

After registration to a 
common template, the 
sharply defined structures 
in a probabilistic map 
suggest that modes of 
variation are well captured 
by the transforms



Functional connectivity partially explains aspects of 

individual phenotypic variance

Smith et al. Nature Neurosci, in press 2016



Summary: towards multi-dimensional topological descriptions of 

endophenotypes and disease in large populations

L. Looijistijn, J Neurosci Behav Rev 59 (2015) 238


